RESILIENT MISSIONS.
STREAMLINED TECHNOLOGY.

RESILIENT NETWORKS
Managed Support Services such as timely system updates and continuous network monitoring of infrastructure ensure your voice communications are always available and secure.

MOBILE INTELLIGENCE
Utilize more data from devices across and beyond the facility. Detect threats and share information faster and more efficiently with operators in the field who are best positioned, quipped and skilled to interdict a threat or avoid disruptions to your operations.

UNIFIED CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Deliver timely and relevant information to operators on any network, application, or device who are best positioned, equipped, and skilled to interdict a threat or avoid disruptions to your operations.

CONVERGED SECURITY & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
An optimal mix of data sources helps efficiently and precisely screen, search, and detect threats across all of your physical and cyber systems. A robust analytics engine with advanced recognition capabilities makes attributions and produces actionable intelligence.

PREVENT

CONVERGED SECURITY & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
An optimal mix of data sources helps efficiently and precisely screen, search, and detect threats across all of your physical and cyber systems. A robust analytics engine with advanced recognition capabilities makes attributions and produces actionable intelligence.

UNIFIED CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Deliver timely and relevant information to operators on any network, application, or device who are best positioned, equipped, and skilled to interdict a threat or avoid disruptions to your operations.

For more information, please visit: MotorolaSolutions.com/FederalCivilian
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